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2. INTRODUCTION 
One of the difficulties in quantum field theory is connected to the fact that 
in the expression for the S-matrix, products of “distribution valued operators” 
occur, which gives rise to divergencies. In this paper I will introduce a 
definition of products of distributions such that all expressions occurring in 
quantum field theory are finite and well defined, and such that we get a new 
formulation of renormalisation theory. 
3. GENERAL THEORY 
We restrict ourselves to consider tempered distributions, the generalization 
to other spaces of distributions being obvious. The “test functions” will be 
the space S of all infinitely differentiable complex-valued functions defined 
on Rn for which for all integers r and s 
Here 
(1) 
Dl = a1 
ax$ax$ .-- ax> 
Lpi 
I= c 15. 
In (1) we sum over all integers Ki and Zi satisfying the inequalities. 
The space of distributions S’ will be all linear functionals on S which are 
continuous in the topology induced in S by the norms (1). Elements in S’ 
will be denoted by capital Latin letters, elements in S by small Greek letters. 
The convolution of an element Tin S’ with an element CJI in S is defined by 
T * 44 = <T(t), dx - t>>. 
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It is easily proved that T t v is an infinitely differentiable function, for which 
all the derivatives are bounded by polynomials at infinity, that is 
VI E No 3n E N 
L 
1 
jlSlln D’T * v + 0 for Ii s 11 + 3% 
I 
. 
It follows that 
VT E S’ Vp, !YYE S[Y(.r)(T(t), rp(~ - t):> E S]. (2) 
4. GENERAL THEORY OF ~WJLTIPLICATION OF DISTRIBUTIONS 
We define a product of two distributions Tl and T2 E S’ to be the mapping 
TIT, : (p, Y) E S2 - (T, . T2 , #u> = iTI( y+)(T2(t), Y(.v - t))). (3) 
Equation (2) shows that this is a possible definition. We introduce in Ss the 
norms 
l/h , v)~)I/~.~ = mqx II 93 /IT,s - (4 
In the topology generated by the norms (4) it is easily verified that Tl * T, 
is a continuous mapping of S2 into C linear in the components. 
That is 
( Tl . T2 , q+, YnIi - : Tl . T, , $0 
for h , ‘Y,) - (v, W. 
Defining for ci E C, Ti E S’ 
(5) 
(c,T, . T2 + c2T3 . Ta, v . !Pu\ = c,(T, . T, , q . Y) + ce(T3 . TJ, q@), 
we obtain the result that the vector space 
S; = {T 1 T = c,T, . T2 + c2Ts . T4 A ci E C A Ti E S’} C S2’, 
where S2’ denotes continuous functionals on S2 linear in the components. 
For a proof of the continuity I refer to Appendix 1. 
4.1 Product of m Distributions 
For Tl ,..., T,,< E S’ we define the product Tl * T, . ..* * T,,, to be the 
mapping 
TI * T, ... T, : (cpl ,..., p,,J E S” + (Tl . T2 ... T, , v1 . p2 ... v,,J 
zzz (T&h d4 Jpl (T,(t), ~i(x - t)>). (6) 
Obviously this definition is possible because 
~(4 . r-j <T,(t), VAX - t)> 
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is an element in S. Also it is obvious how to introduce the topology in S” in 
in such a way that the elements in the vector space S:, spanned by products 
of m distributions, are continuous mappings (distributions) on P. Having 
introduced the product elements in Sk we look for a method to map an 
element Ti - T2 me- T, - f(T,T, *-* T,) into a “simpler” space than S:, . 
-4s we shall see later we succeed in finding mappings which are mapping 
Tl *a- T,, onto the space of continuous linear functionals on a subspace of S. 
For Tl - T, e-0 T,, E SL& we define the space 
S rIry..rm = GP E S I h$T, ... Tm 9 wl ... vvt-1:’ 
= (f(Tl ... T,,), y) exist and is continuous in the topology of S>. (7) 
The element f(Tl *a- T,,,) E S;,...Tm is called the product element of Tl a** T,,, 
in the space Sk,...T, . 
Iff-‘(f(T, ..a T,,)) n S’ f 0 (here S’ denotes the space {T * 1 e-*1 1 T E S’)) 
we call this class of elements in S’ products of Tl em- T, . In the following 
the most convenient product is the one in the space Sk,...r . m 
REMARK. In the special cases where T, ... T,,, are multipliers of Tl, 
that is JJ,r Tj * 9) is a testing function for Ti , the space ST . ..r = S and 1 m 
our product is the usual one (Tl , q~ Ij Tj>. 
We conclude the introduction of the product definitions with some simple 
applications. 
1. x . S(x) I= S(x) . x --f 0 E S’S,., = s 
3. S’(x) . x - S(x) + 0 E s;,,, + clS(x) + c2S’(x) E S’ 
S 8’38 = {p’ E s I do) = v’(O) = 01 
4. S(x) id’(x) + 0 E s;,,, + CS(X) E S’ 
S 8X8’ = {p’ E s I 940) = 0). 
5. ASSOCIATIVITY AND COMMUTATIVITY OF THE PRODUCTS 
In the following we consider the space 
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that is the largest subspace of S on which all products Tj de* Tj, are defined, 
j, *me j,,, being any permutation of 1 .a* m. S&rT1...r, denotes the continuous 
linear functionals on SminT,...r . m 
THEOREM. The product Tl *.. T,,, is associative and commutative in 
sui,T~...Trn * 
The associative property is trivial. The commutativity is proved in 
Appendix 2. 
6. DERIVATIVES 
The derivatives of products in S,,, is defined by 
With this definition the usual rule 
holds. 
If 
Tl . T2 .a. T,,, ---f T E S;;...T,~ 
then 
(9) 
7. PRODUCT OF Two DISTRIBUTIONS EVALUATED BY MJZANS OF THEIR 
FOURIER TRANSFORMS 
Consider Tl , T, E S’, p, YE S and denote their Fourier transforms by 
piTa@ and p. By means of (3) we get 
(11) 
(it is easily proved that interchange of x-integration and “q-integration” is 
allowed). As + and 9 E S we can make the change of variables p + q -+ p, 
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~1; 4. Assuming that Y&s(n) is a multiplier of rl’,(p - n) we are getting from 
(TIT, 9 VW = PK(%~,(P - n) %z2(9), %)>, +X-P):) (12) 
= WK~%J), $X-P)> + i cP &Lo, (13) 
j=O 
where 
and 
and the last term compensates for the subtracted terms. From (13) the 
following lemma which is important for our applications is proved. 
LEMMA 1. If T,T, E S’, go, !P E S, ii2(q) is a multiplk of Fl(p - q) and 
if all the constants ci in (13) diverge for Y’(x) + 6(x) whereas F(p) given by (14) 
is convergent in S’for Y -+ 6, then 
s Tlr, = {v E S 1 D$ IzzO = 0 forj= {O,... 1)) 
and in SklT2 
T,(x) . T,(x) = (24’@ $i T(p) (15) 
REMARK. The intuitive content of (14) and (15) is that from the formal 
convolution P(T,T,)(p) = j’dqFl(p - q) Fz(q) we have subtracted the 
contribution which contains the singularity at q equal infinity, leaving a 
convergent erm for P(q) -+ (1/2~f)~ (Iv + 6). In x-space the formal procedure 
is to add to Tl . T, a distribution with support at zero (the point where 
Tl * T, is singular) the coefficients of this distribution being infinite. 
8. APPLICATION OF THE THEORY 
The intension of our definition of products of distributions was to get 
a better and more rigorous understanding of Field Theory and especially to 
consider the renormalization problem. Lagrangian Field Theory is based 
upon the formal expression for the S-matrix 
S = Texp [is9(x)dx! 
= i’ 2 j- T(LZ’(x,) -0. 9(x,)) dx, **a dx,, , (16) 
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where xi is a space-time four vector, 2’(x) is a distribution valued operator in 
a Hilbert space, each of the integrations is over four dimensional space-time, 
and T is the time-ordered product, that is 
(2 time component). 
Historically, it is well known that formal evaluation of the S-matrix 
elements gives rise to divergences (infinite mass and charge). Obviously the 
reason to this is that products of the operators 9(x) have not been properly 
defined. 
In the following we are, by means of the above given theory of products of 
distributions, going to give a precise Mathematical meaning to all terms in 
the expansion (16). 
8.1. DISCUSSION OF SECOND-ORDER TERM 
As the arguments are the same for all kinds of Fields and interactions, we 
illustrate the principles by the simple case of a scalar field tl with a Lagrangian 
given by 
B(x) = e : M(x): (17) 
(: : denoting the normal product (all annihilation operators to the right)). 
We consider the term (originating from T(P’(x) Z(y))), corresponding to 
the diagram 
e2 dc(x - y) &(x - y) : A(x) A(y): 
where 
b(x) = lii I dp e--igz b(p) 
44 = p2 + ;2 _ ic 
px = p . x - pox0 
p2 = p* - p,2. 
(18) 
(19) 
(20) 
(21) 
(22) 
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Clearly AC(x) E S’. As d’(x) is not a multiplier of d”(x) you run by formal 
calculations into difficulties, that is: infinite renormalization constants 
appear. 
Using our theory, the product AC(w) * de(x) is a well-defined element in 
S; . By our earlier introduced mapping k(x) * de(x) E S; is mapped onto a 
distribution in the space SLc.,’ . It is shown that 
The product d c * d c in S;c.,,e is also an element in S’, that is in S’ the product 
de * de is the distributions which is the product element in SLe.gc adding 
c 6(x) and ~,(a/&:,) S(X), w h ere the arbitrary element which is added is the 
class of elements which is zero on Qdc.dG . 
To prove this we use the Lemma 1. Using (13) for Ti = T2 = AC, I = 2 
and n = 4 we have 
(w4 44, T~U> = (27714 (14 4~ 4) W7) + c + w, +(-P)), (24) 
where 
4A 4) = /4P - cd - 4-q) -pi & 4--!7)[ * 4q)- (25) 
It is easily proved that c and ci diverge for (2rr)*p -+ 1, whereas the integra 
of A over q is convergent and is an element in S’. From Lemma 1 follows tha 
is a continuous functional on the space 
(27) 
8.2. DISCUSSION OF AN ARBITRARY TERM IN THE S-MATRIX EXPANSION (16) 
I am not going to analyze all details in this case. The Lagrangian to be 
considered will again be the one given by (17). It will be stated how our 
multiplication procedure leeds to no divergences, resulting in unique defined 
distributions. We consider an arbitrary term in the expansion (16), which has 
the form 
F(x, - x2 ,..., xnel - x,J : A@,) a.- A(x,J: (28) 
409/25/Z-14 
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where F is an integral of the Greens functions AC. The formal Fouriertrans- 
form of F has the form 
W4’ J 4, .-- dql AC@,) ... O”(K,) Ac(ql) ..a Ac(ql), (2% 
where ki = 2 aijpi $- C bijqj , thep’s are energy momenta for external lines 
in the Feynman diagram and the q’s are independent internal momenta. 
Using our product definition to (28)doing the analogous calculations to the 
ones leading to (11) we reach the expression 
I;(p) = (2~)~~ 1 dq, a.. dq, d”(k,) ..* dc(Km) d”(q,) a*. dc(qJ 
Al -.* %7z) (30) 
instead of (29). If (29) is convergent the expression (30) converge for 
!Pi(x) + 6(x). In this case there is no problem, F given by (28) being an 
element in S’. In the case where (28) is divergent we are left with two possi- 
bilities: either (30) can be separated into a product of integrals each of which 
have no q’s in common, or such a separation is not possible. In the first case 
we get a product of terms, each of these having the second property. Thus in 
both cases the problem to discuss is the case where it is impossible to separate 
an expression like (30) into products of the above described type. 
We “extract the convergent part” of E using the same method as in (13). 
where 
F(p) = Peg(p) + (x cn~p,i)i, 
i,k 
(31) 
Peg(p) = (2r)4z j dg, *.a dqz G(P, q) - W, d - *.. 
i 
- Fkpki &)’ G(P, u)l,-cm/ 4qJ *a* 4qz) %(ql) -** %(qz) ( k I 
(32) 
and 
G(P, I..., A,-1 , e *** ql) = WA *** Wm). (33) 
In the case where (30) cannot be separated into products it can be proved that 
for all Feyman graphs there exists an I with the property that ma given 
by (32) converge to an element in S’ for Pi(x) -+ 6(x) i = l,..., Z, whereas 
all the cki’s are divergent for !Pi --, 6. 
The space SF is now easily found to be the subspace of S for which 
((1 CkiPry, C(-P)) = 0 (34) 
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for all p E S,; that is, 
c 
SF= \9,E+p(O)= gy,= . ..P(&.i =o(, (35) 
X=0 
where P is any polynomial in a/&+ of degree 1. 
Our result is that the largest subspace of S, on which the product given by 
F in (28) can be defined as a continuous linear functional, is SF given by (35) 
and on Sk 
is a continuous linear functional. 
In conventional field theory the “physical” results (26) and (36) are of 
cause the same, where as the mathematical arguments differ. The advantages 
of this formulation are 
(1) No divergences occur. 
(2) The S-matrix is uniquely defined and gives the “physical result.” 
In the conventional formulation T(64(x,) **. 9(x,)) is only defined 
up to an arbitrary quasi-local operator, that is an operator with support at 
x1 = .x2 = ‘-* = .r, [l, 21. 
APPENDIX 1 
Proof of continuity of Tl . T, on S2, that is for Tl , T, E S’ and ‘p, YE S 
U’,T, v (PY - ~n’yn> = <TIT, 9 b - 4 ‘y> + <TIT, 9 Y-#’ - Y’,,)> - 0 
for (vn, ul,) - (w y). 
We prove that the following norms go to zero for 11 going to infinity: 
lb - ~n)n)(W’&>, W - W.s 
<Cl c 
kSr,p+q<s 
S”,P I xkDP(p - G) . WTz(t), Y(x - t)>i 
< G - Lrs;P I Xk+uIVp) - %)I 
PGS 
= G * II 9) - %I Ilr+u.s --* 0 for n-b co. (A1.2) 
The Ci’s denote complex constants. It is also shown that the following norms 
go to zero for n going to infinity: 
II P&W’&), ‘y(x - t) - Y,dx - ~Dllr.~ (A1.3) 
= k&8 
s”,p I ~k~%&)U’s(O Y - ‘y,(x - t)>l (Al .4) 
., . 
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Evidently the function in (A1.4) goes to zero pointwise for Yn --+ !?‘, that is 
sup over all compact sets goes to zero for n --f 0~). It is also easy to prove that 
I 
1 
gwENvn,qEN ,,xi,” - LqT,(t), Y - ul,(x - tp -+ 0 1 II x II - 03. 
From these remarks follows that (A 1.4) + 0 for n --f co. 
APPENDIX 2 
W-1) 
Proof of commutativity that is 
Tl . . . Tj . . . T, z.zz Ti . . . Tl . . . T,,, 
(A2.1) means that 
and 
<T,(t), dW”dxh vi@ - t)> g(t)> 
has the same limit for ~~ --f S K = 2 **. m for all v E S,inTI...Tm. This is 
proved if R -+ 0 for qj -+ S where 
R = (T,(t), y&D 
q(t) E <TV, (V(X) g(x) - p)(t) g(t)) di*r - t)>* (A2.2) 
R is easily shown to be the difference of the above given expressions (proving 
that the x and t ,,integration” is commutative). 
cc 6 9 
defining the functions hi by 
p)(x) g(x) - v(t)&) = C (xi - t”) hi(x, t>, 
i 
where xi are the ith component of the vector x, k, is a multiplier of Tl . 
Denoting by F and 5 the Fourier transform and the inverse Fourier 
transform in the variable N - t we get 
Using (A2.3) in (A2.2), and proving that p and t integration can be inter- 
changed, it is seen that R is of the form 
R = c <F~(P), $- ~dP)> - 0 (A2.4) 
i 
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for vi(x) + S(X), because in this case 
in the topology of S. 
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